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Brexit brings real opportunity
By Bertie Armstrong, Chief Executive, SFF

The seismic decision made by the
electorate to leave the EU has brought
delight to Scottish fishermen and
delivered with it the hope that Brexit
will restore to the UK the normal rights
and responsibilities for fishing enjoyed
by many other coastal states in their
own sea space.
Unless the Article 50 outcome dictates
otherwise, at Brexit we will, at last, become
responsible for fisheries management
and exploitation in our own Exclusive
Economic Zone (EEZ). Nobody will argue
that we should overfish, ignore the science,
immediately refuse access or suddenly
abandon cooperation, but we will at last be a
normal coastal state under international law,
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forging regulation, access and opportunity to
fit our recovered rights.
A glance at the history will illustrate why this
is the right thing to do. Indeed, it will rectify
that oft-quoted injustice from the past where
fishing was deemed ‘expendable’ in the deal
agreed when we first joined the European
Economic Community (as it was known then).
Since our accession to the EEC in 1973, the
member state count has gone from nine to 28
and with that division of fishing opportunity
has taken place in the form of quotas and
access where now more than 50% of the
fish removed from our waters is taken by 14
nations other than us.
Fisheries management has become a matter
of co-decision between the Council of
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Agriculture and Fisheries Ministers and the
European Parliament. In 1982, Exclusive EEZs
out to 200 nautical miles from coastlines or to
the median line between Coastal States also
came into being, formally conferring rights and
responsibility under international law for the
management and exploitation of resource.
Control of fishing, however, in our now
considerable patch of Northern Continental
Shelf had already been traded away.
It is worth reminding ourselves of the
serious disadvantage this has brought to
Scottish and UK fishing. Firstly, as an island
nation occupying a prime EEZ such as ours,
the end result in terms of lack of control
Continued on page 2
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and fishing opportunity is lamentable.
Secondly, we question the competence
of the regulation and decision-making
process. One half of co-legislation, the
Council of Ministers, comprises all 28
Member States despite the fact only
half of them actually fish. The other colegislator is the European Parliament of
751 MEPs and our evidenced conclusion
is that only a handful of these (22 MEPs)
who are in the Fisheries Committee
have a grasp of the issues that are being
legislated for.
All fisheries regulation originates
from the EC and there is no legal
mechanism for delegating responsibility
to member states. The end result is a
distant, centralised and monumentally
complex process, which produces exactly
what might be expected from such a
structure – a continuous stream of largely
dysfunctional rules and regulations.
As already explained, the normal
situation for a ‘Coastal State” (for
example Norway) is that rights and
responsibility for management and
exploitation of resource in their EEZ
including of course fishing, falls under
international law to them. The UK is
already a Coastal State for everything
other than fishing, which is why we have
a UK and not European oil & gas industry.
Brexit means that normal rights and
responsibilities for fishing will be restored
(unless they are traded away again)
and at long last we have the ability to
recover proper, sustainable and rational
stewardship of our own EEZ for fisheries,
just like Norway, Iceland and the Faroes.
The opportunity is there, but so too
are the challenges, and the SFF will be
doing all its power to ensure that the
best possible outcome is achieved for
Scottish fishing.

The Pittenweem fleet is diverse.

Fife Fishermen’s Association
joins the SFF
We are delighted to welcome the Fife
Fishermen’s Association (FFA) into the
membership of the SFF.
The Fife Fishermen’s Association becomes
the 10th constituent association of the
Federation and their membership will broaden
our geographical reach and influence.
Tom Mackenzie of the FFA said: “The time
is right for our Association to sign up to the
SFF as our members see the benefits of the

SFF working hard to mitigate impact
of offshore renewables on fishing
A significant element of the
Federation’s workflow is engaged in
mitigating the impacts on the fishing
industry of new offshore renewables
developments.
Large offshore windfarms are already
earmarked for the Moray Firth and outer
Firth of Forth areas and the SFF is in continual
consultation with renewable developers,
government and academic institutions in
highlighting that such developments must
take into account the needs of the fishing
industry.
The Federation attends a wide variety of
workshops and other meetings to ensure that
the fishing industry’s voice is heard. Malcolm
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wide range of representation the SFF can
offer in an increasingly complex environment,
including the advent of renewables and the
Marine Protected Area legislation.”
Ross Dougal, President of the SFF added:
“The SFF is delighted to welcome the FFA into
our membership and we are pleased that the
Association recognises that the Federation
can provide them with the representation
they need in protecting their local industry.”

Morrison, Fisheries Policy Officer for the
SFF, and John Watt, Operations Director/
Industry Advisor, also give presentations
on fishing to all newcomers to the marine
environment. This helps to inform them of
the importance of fishing and the essential
role it plays in our national economy.
Malcolm Morrison said: “Our main
priorities are to highlight the importance of
fishing and the need to ensure the activities
of the fleet are not compromised in any
way. It is important that the development
of offshore renewables maintains the
objectives of the national marine plan
where our seas sustain livelihoods in a
variety of different sectors.”
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We must learn from fishing tragedies
By Derek Cardno, Safety & Training Officer
It has been one of the worst periods
as far as fishing safety is concerned
with 10 fishermen losing their lives
in recent months. The winter and
spring did throw up its usual weather
challenges but nothing ever prepares
fishing communities for the deaths and
injuries that have happened over the last
few months.
Currently, there are 13 current fishing
investigations ongoing at the moment with six
of these reports (46%) being in relation to man
overboard (MOB) incidents, resulting in the
loss of seven lives. The last four fatalities were
all MOB and in every one of the recent loss
of lives in relation to MOB, not one fisherman
was wearing any flotation. In the previous five
years there had just been six fatalities due to
MOB situations.
It has been a horrific start to the year and it
is important that we all learn the lessons from
such incidents so as to reduce the likelihood of
future occurrences. The question we should
all be asking ourselves is: What can we do
to emulate many of our neighbouring fishing
countries that continue to have an excellent
safety record with similar or even larger fleets
than the UK?
Attending meetings involving safety
projects, campaigns or designing or improving
fishermen’s training is great but what happens
on the decks of fishing vessels is the focus.
What happens there drives our work towards
an industry where zero deaths is the norm and
no more fishing families and communities have
to suffer from the loss of loved ones.
For several years now, the SFF has promoted

Wearing a PFD on deck needs to become the accepted norm.

the wearing of a Personal Flotation Device mitigation measures – in particular developing
(PFD) while working on deck. The SFF also a suitable risk assessment for every vessel,
used the free giveaway of the latest piece of which involves all the crew. Areas of potential
PFD kit as a tool to raise awareness. The hazard of going overboard can be discussed
project has always stated that wearing a PFD collectively and an action plan made. In the new
may not save your life but it will give the wearer draft MCA fishing safety strategy document a
a second chance. Fishermen should always large emphasis will be placed on fishing vessels
wear a PFD when working on deck, as it will becoming involved in a safety management
give them a chance if they do fall overboard system like SFF’s Onboard Support Scheme.
by providing the opportunity for the crew to Part of these online schemes helps skippers
mount a rescue.
to record drills and receive email prompts on
The SFF still has some free PFDs available when the next drill is due. Wearing flotation
under our Scottish
devices, and drilling in
Government/EFF Funded
the procedures for MOB
PFD initiative and if any
incidents provides every
Man overboard is a
fisherman has not yet
crew member with the
received one, then they major cause of loss of
best chance should they
should get in contact life in fishing
ever end up in the water.
with me so as to arrange
Sadly, the reality of
d e l i ve r y b e fo re t h e
working around the UK
remaining stock runs out.
means that water temperatures never rise
Recent industry-wide data gathering has high enough to stop the effect of cold-water
shown that in the last three years the wearing shock. Survival time in the waters around the
of PFDs has increased. In many sectors the UK differs depending on area and season, but
usage levels has gone up to over 50%. it is safe to say if the crew can’t recover their
This percentage is encouraging but crew mate from the water very quickly, then
what do we regard as being an even if they are wearing a PFD, there is every
acceptable number? There likelihood they will perish.
are currently ongoing
It is worth visiting the MAIB website so as to
discussions in relation view accident reports and the lessons that can
to making the wearing be learned. To assist the industry, the Fishing
of a PFD while on deck Industry Safety Group has a project underway
mandatory as is the looking at a suitable mannequin that fishing
case in many other vessels can acquire for use in more realistic man
countries.
overboard drills and to get an understanding
T h i s t y p e o f of the difficulties involved in getting a crew
regulation, in the member back onto the vessel. I would be
opinion of the SFF, interested to hear back from members on the
won’t stop people anticipated level of uptake for such mannequins.
going overboard. Please get in touch with me with your thoughts
But we can adopt on this.

More and more fishing crews are wearing PFDs as a matter of course.
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Appointment of marine scientist
by SPFA will boost fish stock
conservation
In a landmark development, the Scottish
Pelagic Fishermen’s Association has
appointed a Chief Scientific Officer to
spearhead marine research to boost
our understanding of pelagic fish stocks
and improve their management.
The appointment of Dr Steven Mackinson
by the SPFA represents an innovative new
approach to fisheries management where
fishing vessels will play a significant role in
collecting and disseminating scientific
information on fish stocks.
Dr Mackinson brings a
wealth of experience to
his new role, joining
from the Centre
for Environment,
Fisheries and
Aquaculture
Science (CEFAS)
where he was a
Senior Fisheries
Scientist.
A
specialist in marine
ecosystems and
fisheries, he will drive
forward scientific work
to enhance our knowledge of
pelagic stocks.
Using catch and other data gathered by the
Scottish pelagic fleet, the information collated
by Dr Mackinson will be fed into the formal
scientific international stock assessment
process which is used to provide advice on
annual quota limits and other management
measures.
Ian Gatt, Chief Executive of the SPFA, said:
“In the current difficult financial climate, there
is often a shortfall in information from marine
scientific surveys carried out by national

governments.
“With this in mind, we decided that
we should contribute to this process by
appointing our own scientist to aid in the
provision of key fisheries data. The scope of
the activities of our fishing boats, and the wide
sea area they cover, offers the ideal platform
for collecting marine data on a much more
comprehensive scale than would otherwise
be possible.”
As well as catch data, pelagic
vessels will also be used as
the platform to gather an
array of information by
other means, including
acoustic surveys and
egg surveys.
Dr Mackinson
has a particular
interest in pelagic
fisheries, with
his PhD focused
on herring and
h ow f i s h e r m e n ’s
knowledge can
contribute to the
scientific assessment of
their stocks.
He said:“I’m delighted to be joining
the SPFA at an exciting time for our pelagic
fisheries where stocks are generally healthy
and consumer demand is growing. From my
work in the past, I know that fishermen can
play a crucial role in helping obtain valuable
data that can be used to ensure informed
decision-making on fisheries management.”
The new Chief Scientific Officer role
is supported by the SPFA, the Scottish
Government and the Scottish Fishermen’s
Trust.

Vessel Operational
Procedures Manual

SFF Services (SFFSL) will shortly be commencing the rollout of its latest Vessel Operational Procedures Manual.
A new integrated version of the previous document
for Guard Vessels, this edition covers the other vessel
services also provided by the company – Chase/Survey
Support, Trawl Sweeps and Oil Spill Response. In
addition, the QHSE section is significantly extended,
highlighting the efforts of SFFSL in supporting
improvements in the health and safety standards of
the fleet whilst continuing to provide a professional
service to clients.
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Regulating
Order proposal
for the Firth of
Clyde rejected
The SFF has welcomed the decision
by t h e S c o t t i s h G ove r n m e n t
to reject an application by the
Sustainable Inshore Fisheries Trust
for a Regulating Order for the Firth
of Clyde.
The SFF, along with the Clyde Fishermen’s
Association, had maintained that such
a management regime was totally
unnecessary, given that the Clyde fishery
is already heavily regulated.
Bertie Armstrong said: “We welcome
this pragmatic decision made by Rural
Economy Secretary Fergus Ewing. The
imposition of a Regulating Order and the
consequent restrictions on legitimate and
sustainable fishing would have devastated
Clyde fishing communities.
“The Clyde fishery is already very
carefully managed and local fishermen
are working hard to ensure a sustainable
future by being involved in a number of
conservation initiatives.
“We are pleased that the Cabinet
Secretary has listened to the compelling
case put forward by the fishing industry
and has moved to protect our fishing
communities and ensure a sustainable
future for the Clyde fishery.”
Elaine Whyte of the Clyde Fishermen’s
Association said:“Fishermen on the Clyde
look forward to working at the heart of
planning for the Clyde Fisheries in the
future.”
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SFF Services
continues to
develop its
portfolio for
clients
SFF Services Limited (SFFSL)
continues to develop its portfolio
of vessel and personnel services
on offer to clients and as part of
this strategy, recently undertook
successful Autonomous
Underwater Vehicle (AUV) trials
with Kongsberg Maritime Ltd.
The object of the day was to
demonstrate the capabilities of the
AUV and to investigate the feasibility
of carr ying out AUV operations
(including the launch and recovery
of the vehicle) from a fishing vessel.
Iain Miller, Support Engineer at
Kongsberg, commented: “The trials
went well and I was very impressed
with the professional approach with
which the crew went about the
deployment and recovery operations.”
Steven Alexander, Managing Director
at SFFSL, added: “It is hoped that,
going forward, AUV deployment
from fishing vessels can be used
for a variety of survey operation
applications as well as having oil spill
response capabilities.”
Video footage from the trials can be
viewed via the SFF Services website.
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Encouraging results from fishing
trials with new trawl design for
reducing unwanted catches
Skippers are being reminded that was noticeably better compared with those
the Gear Innovation Technology and caught in traditional trawls.
Advisory Group (GITAG) is looking for
The new design features an inclined panel
fishing industry participation to help which separates fish from the prawns within
in the development of new types of the trawl. The fish are directed upwards
selective fishing gear.
with many escaping through large meshes
GITAG was formed in the second half of 2015 in the top part of the net, whilst the prawn
after the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation’s catch is retained in the bottom section of
wholly owned subsidiary
the trawl. The whitefish
company SFF Services
which remain in the net
secured funding from The new design features
are covered by the boat’s
M a r i n e S c o t l a n d t o an inclined panel which
fish quota for the mixed
d e v e l o p a n d t r i a l separates fish from the
fishery, keeping discards
innovative fishing gear
down to a minimum.
prawns within the trawl
exploring practical
The trials, which are
solutions aimed at
still ongoing, have been
reducing the amount of
experimenting with
discards.
different configurations and mesh sizes to
Skippers, netmakers and others who have ascertain the optimum design.
their own ideas on new types of selective
Other skippers are also being supported by
trawls can apply for support from GITAG to GITAG in conducting their own projects in
help in the development and testing of such developing innovative new trawl designs to
equipment.
reduce discards.
Only recently, preliminary fishing trials of a
GITAG aims to address research and
prototype trawl developed by skipper Jimmy development gaps by working with key
Buchan and netmaker Mark Buchan of Jackson partners including industry, Marine Scotland
Trawls, produced encouraging results. The Policy, Marine Scotland Science, Producer
trials on the Amity II resulted in a significant Organisations, the Scottish Industr y
drop in the amount of unwanted whitefish Discards Initiative and Seafish to promote
retained without any reduction in the prawn and encourage innovation from the fishing
catch. Furthermore, the quality of the prawns industry as a whole.
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Fishing for Litter Scotland –
making our seas a better place
for everyone
The award winning Fishing for Litter
Scotland project has been helping
Scotland’s fishermen to clean up our
seas for more than ten years.
Supported by the Scottish
Fishermen’s Trust and a number
of other organisations, to
date, more than 930
tonnes of marine
litter has been landed
through the hard
work of fishermen and
harbour staff. Their
efforts were recognised
last November when
the project received
the RSPB’s Nature
of Scotland
Award for Marine
Conservation. The
aw a rd , s p o n s o re d
by Northlink Ferries,
recognises an “outstanding contribution
to the conservation or sustainable management
of Scotland’s precious marine resources”.
The project is operated by KIMO UK from
their base in Ellon. More than 200 vessels and
15 harbours participate and there are plans
to grow this to 300 vessels and 20 harbours
by March 2017. Troon will join shortly with
the help of Clyde Fishermen’s Association
members and Associated British Ports.
Graham Humphries, KIMO UK’s National
Coordinator, said: “Marine litter costs the

fishing industry money, kills thousands of sea
birds, fish and mammals every year
and is an eyesore on our beaches.
Whilst the project carries the
costs of providing the bags and
skips and disposing of the litter,
it is the fishermen and harbour
staff that do all the hard
work. I think we will get to
1000 tonnes this year – that
would be a great Christmas
present.”
Expanding the Fishing for
Litter effort is a key action in the
Scottish Marine Litter Strategy and
is strongly supported by the Scottish
Government.
The project is funded by grant
and sponsorship and, as well as
the Scottish Fishermen’s Trust,
is currently supported by Marine
Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage, UK
Fisheries Offshore Oil & Gas Legacy Trust Fund
Limited (FLTC),The Crown Estate, Peterhead
Port Authority, Scrabster Harbour, Ullapool
Harbour Trust, Lerwick Port Authority,Tarbert
Harbour, Aberdeenshire Council, Total E&P,
Seagreen, John Lewis Partnership and Beatrice
Offshore Windfarm Ltd.
The participating harbours are Eyemouth,
Peterhead, Fraserburgh, Buckie, Scrabster,
Lerwick, Cullivoe, Scalloway, Kinlochbervie,
Ullapool,Tarbert, Rothesay, Campbeltown, Isle
of Whithorn and Kirkcudbright.

Ross Dougal
appointed a
Trustee of Scottish
Fisheries Museum
Ross Dougal, the President of
the SFF, has been appointed as a
Trustee of the Scottish Fisheries
Museum in Anstruther.
David Corner, Chairman of the
Scottish Fisheries Museum, welcomed
the appointment and said it would
reinforce the already strong relationship
the museum enjoys with the modern day
fishing industry.
“All of us at the museum are really
pleased to welcome Ross as a Trustee,
as well as to strengthen our relationship
with the Federation and with Scotland’s
important and valuable commercial
fisheries sector,” he said.

New look websites
We have relaunched our websites for the SFF and
SFF Services so as to deliver a more modern look
and ensure they are compatible for viewing on
mobile phones and tablets.
All the information within the websites has also been
thoroughly revised and updated to ensure they retain their
status as important information resources.
The new websites can be viewed at www.sff.co.uk and
www.services.sff.co.uk
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